Keep your chairs looking good as new and your members safe
Chairs require regular maintenance and cleaning to keep them looking nice and to stop the spread of germs.
This document will walk you through the best ways to clean ComforTek chairs.
For more information on cleaning and disinfecting recommendations from the CDC, please visit www.cdc.gov

Cleaning Metal Frames
ComforTek chairs are manufactured with powder-coated steel. Steel is easy to maintain. Use a light solution
of soap or non-caustic cleaning agents to periodically wipe down the frames and remove surface dirt.
If you use a cleaner, avoid ones that are abrasive as that can erode some powder-coated ﬁnishes.

Cleaning Upholstery
Light Cleaning

Heavy Cleaning

Steam Cleaning

The key to keeping chairs and
other upholstered furniture
looking nice is to clean it
regularly. Day-to-day cleaning
and light maintenance will pick
up dust and airborne debris.
Vacuuming; though it is not
necessary to vacuum every day,
doing a light run every week,
using nozzle attachments, will
help reduce built–up grime; as
well as, providing a chance to look
for any glides or stacking buttons
that could use replacement

Make a cleaning solution by mixing ¼
cup dishwashing liquid with 1 gallon of
warm water. This can be used to wash
the seat/back of the chair with a sponge
or microﬁber cloth. Make sure to ring out
the sponge or cloth before placing it on
the chair, as to not saturate the chair too
heavily.

Steam, unlike straight water
or soap solution, will help to
moisturize a stain and potentially
help it lift. Using a steam vacuum
is the easiest way to do this.

Always allow the fabric or furniture to
thoroughly dry before use. This can be
expedited by using a wet vac on the chairs
after cleaning with the solution, it will
promote the dirt to lift out of the fabric
rather than into the foam, as well as forcing
air into the upholstery and foam to aid in
drying time.

However, putting a standard
iron with a steam setting over
the spot may do the trick as well.
Steam is also a great way to help
disinfect chairs.

Remember to store your chairs in an environment that is safe and free of direct UV light, as that can damage upholstery.

